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The hijab and the new French law

TIMETABLE FOR AWL
CONFERENCE 2004:
Regiuonal pre-conference meetings:
London and south-east: Sunday 18 April and Wednesday 28
April
Birmingham and West: Saturday 24 April
Nottingham and East Midlands: Saturday 24 April
Leeds and the North: Saturday 24 April
Scotland: tba

Smaller amendments, redrafts, composites etc., and NC
nominations, by Saturday 17 April. The deadline for major
amendments and alternative documents closed on Saturday 27
March.
National Committee on Saturday 17 April.
Second round of regional pre-conference meetings: Sunday 18
April, Saturday 24 April, or Sunday 25 April.
Conference: Saturday-Sunday 8-9 May, London.

HOW IT WORKS:
All AWL members have the right - and the duty - to attend
conference. All AWL members have the right to submit
alternative documents, resolutions, and amendments to
conference.
Each regional group of branches should fix at least two pre-
conference discussion meetings in the run-up to  conference, so
that the conference debates are adequately prepared.
You can also, of course, discuss conference issues in branch
meetings. We make a rule of organising regional meetings so
that members get a broader range of pre-conference discussion
input than from the familiar, and often quite small, circle of their
local branch comrades. It also makes it feasible for national
representatives of the major points of view being debated at
conference to attend the local meetings to speak.
Conference will elect a new National Committee. Any AWL
member can nominate candidates for the National Committee.
You should send the candidate’s name and a few words on why
you want to nominate him or her to the office.

CHECKLIST:
1) Please check that you will attend conference. Arrange time
off work or hone your excuses for being off sick. Organise
childcare. (There will be a creche at the conference, but you
may prefer to have your children stay with family or friends in
your area).
2) Approach sympathisers and close contacts to invite them to
the conference. (Please tell the office whom you’re inviting).
3) Check that you are on the AWL announcements and debate
email lists so that you can follow conference arrangements and
the pre-conference discussion. You can do this at
http://www.workersliberty.org/internal.
4) Branch organisers: check out and arrange transport to London
for the conference weekend. Arrange cars or minibuses and
drivers; make sure comrades book cheap tickets well in advance
if they are coming by public transport. Check that all comrades
from your branch are coming.
5) Pay your conference fee. This covers hall booking, creche
costs, document production costs, and a “hardship fund” for
comrades who travel a long way to get the conference.
£17 waged/ £12 low-waged/ £6 unwaged, if paid before 8 April;
£20/ £14/ £7, if paid before 30 April;
£22/ £16/ £8, if paid on the door.
Comrades who for any reason do not attend conference are
expected to pay the conference fee.
You can pay your conference fee online at
http://www.workersliberty.org/internal.
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Motions

H1. Proposed by Mark Sandell

1. The hijab, veil and burkha are public expressions of the
ownership of women by men, fathers, husbands, brothers, laid
down in muslim teaching, socialists should oppose it.

2. We do not support state bans on adults self abuse but to
confuse that with the case of schools is wrong.

3. Most of the left and many liberals in Britain have focused on
opposition to the French ban on the veil in school while ignoring
the issue of girls in British schools being withdrawn from sex
education and sport and a regime of ‘multi culturalism’ in many
schools that stops teachers from challenging the anti women and
feudal ideas imposed on children by their parents.

4. While socialists are highly critical of capitalist education and
it’s institutions we support compulsory education for children,
within that we fight for the best education, the best syllabus and
the best facilities. Support for compulsory education has to
include methods of enforcement, preventing children from doing
full time work or just not turning up to school. We support using
the law to enforce compulsory education, this is the biggest
‘oppression’ of children’s freedom, we would not accept this
form of compulsion for adults.

5. Even back in the ninetieth century when child labour was the
general rule and few people supported compulsory education
Marx wrote “The right of children and juvenile persons must be
vindicated. They are unable to act for themselves. It is,
therefore, the duty of society to act on their behalf......The
working man is no free agent. In too many cases, he is even too
ignorant to understand the true interest of his child, or the
normal conditions of human development. However, the more
enlightened part of the working class fully understands that the
future of its class, and, therefore, of mankind, altogether
depends upon the formation of the rising working generation.
They know that, before everything else, the children and
juvenile workers must be saved from the crushing effects of the
present system. This can only be effected by converting social
reason into social force and given circumstances, there exist no
other method of doing so, than through general laws, enforced
by the power of the state. In enforcing such laws, the working
class do not fortify governmental power. On the contrary, they
transform that power, now used against them, into their own
agency. They effect by a general act what they would vainly
attempt by a multitude of isolated individual efforts.” Marx went
on to explain that this compulsory education must include,
mental education, bodily education and technological training.

6. Given this approach to compulsory education it is right that
we argue against religious and private schools on the basis of
equality, and decent education for all. We argue too about what
is to be taught in schools. It’s not just being at school that
matters, but what children learn, including things parents don’t
want them to be taught like sex education, questioning the
society they live in and science rather than medieval rubbish like
religion. We demand secular education, parents have plenty of
time to teach their children rubbish, we oppose the ‘parents
right’ to restrict their children’s education at school. The hijab,
veil or burka are religious symbols of women’s oppression, girls
should be given space to learn they do not need to wear them,
that they can take part in sports like swimming. If these girls
‘choose’ to robe up out of school or after they leave then so be
it.

7. The issue of the veil has been hyped up by Islamic
reactionaries, and most of the left and their cultural relativist
allies have jumped on the bandwagon. In fact a far more
important issue is the fact that reactionary parents, can
‘withdraw’ ‘their’ children from sex education and that the
education system is capitulating on many issues like sport and
even science to parents’ ‘cultural or religious objections’, also
Blair is supporting yet more religious schools. This is the real
issue, a victory on the veil in school is one more step in the
wrong direction, but all the left can go on about is the veil. We
must cut sharply against this stupidity.

8. The selective ban on the veil in French schools with left wing
teachers or where a school or teacher understands that a veil
interferes with a girls education is not an acceptable middle way
but a formula for unfair treatment. We support equal treatment
in all schools.

9. Socialist should not oppose secular education in French
schools but demand an end to all religious schools.

10. The French right are using the law but so to are the
Islamists. A victory for the Islamists against the law would be a
victory for the enemies women and the working class. We
cannot support the French governments use of the issue to ‘unite
republican France’ while keeping religious schools, we should
expose their racism and nationalism. Neither should we give an
inch to those opposing the law.

11. Compulsory secular state education for all children. Stop the
wearing of the veil or burkha in schools; for a full education for
all children.

H2. National Committee

1. We oppose the hijab as a social mechanism of female
subordination, and we oppose pressure on girls wear the hijab.
Our priority is to help and support secularists and leftists in the
mainly-Muslim communities who fight that pressure.

2. We are for universal secular education. We should seek to
launch a counter-campaign in Britain against faith schools, the
intrusion of religion in ordinary state schools, and the toleration,
in the name of multi-culturalism, of Muslim girls being
excluded by parental pressure from parts of education.

3. We do not support the new French law. It will probably be
counter-productive. It fails to allow the necessary space for
dealing sensitively and respectfully with teenagers’ desires to
experiment in dealing with the world around them.

Discussion contributions

Comments on Mark S’s motion on the
hijab

From Martin T

2. We do not support state bans on adults’ self abuse but to
confuse that with the case of schools is wrong.
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Some “confusion” or blurred edges are in the nature of the
case. The French row about the hijab is centred in lycées (16 to
18 year olds), though some 13-to-15 year-olds in collèges have
also been involved. Teenagers should have some adult rights.

In fact I can see a stronger case for banning the hijab for adults
(teachers) in schools than for banning it for students.

By the way, while our general bias is for the liberty of the
individual to do whatever does not harm others, surely we do
sometimes support state bans on “adults’ self-abuse”.
Compulsory wearing of seatbelts in cars, for example. We would
favour some provision for social and medical services
sometimes to take into care adults who are so disturbed as to be
a danger to themselves.

3. Most of the left and many liberals in Britain have focused on
opposition to the French ban on the veil in school while ignoring
the issue of girls in British schools being withdrawn from sex
education and sport and a regime of ‘multi culturalism’ in many
schools that stops teachers from challenging the anti women and
feudal ideas imposed on children by their parents.

But then the answer is a campaign in British schools. Mark’s
favoured alternative - continuing to “focus on” the French ban,
but on support for it - will not help in that. Better to “focus on”
secular education, compulsory inclusion in education, and a
political campaign to support the feminists and democrats in the
Muslim communities, while explaining that we cannot endorse
the French government’s blunderbuss and counterproductive
new law.

5. Even back in the ninetieth century when child labour was the
general rule and few people supported compulsory education
Marx wrote “The right of children and juvenile persons must be
vindicated. They are unable to act for themselves. It is,
therefore, the duty of society to act on their behalf...”

Up to a point it is true of young children that they are “unable
to act for themselves”. A law to force a French teenager out of
state school into a Catholic or Muslim school, or back home,
when she wears a hijab in defiance of her parents cannot be
justified on the grounds that she is “unable to act for herself”.
We can say that the “act” she has chosen for herself is
reactionary, but that is a different matter.

Lutte Ouvrière, which is implicitly favourable to the new law,
does not claim that it is a means to protect young children from
parental pressure. It does not claim that all or even most of the
teenagers wearing the hijab do so because of parental pressure.
(Those Muslim parents who do insist on their daughters wearing
hijabs will already be sending them to Catholic schools, where
they will be untouched by the new law). LO does not deny that
many teenagers wear the hijab against their parents’ wishes.
The pressures on those teenage girls against which it sees the
new law as a possibly salutary barrier are from imams, Islamist
organisers, and Muslim boys of their own age.

Those reactionary pressures are, in a broad sense, a spillover
into France of the political-Islamist upsurge across the Muslim
world. We have a duty to help French teenagers fight them. But
we disable ourselves from doing so if we tell ourselves simplistic
stories - which we know to be false, and which those teenagers
can only see as condescending and arrogant - about French
girls acting only from parental pressure, or not having made
any choices of their own.

The hijab-wearing girls have made choices, bad choices. Many
of us will have decided as teenagers to reject a religion handed
down to us by our parents. That decision may have been mixed
up with all sorts of things which now seem to us “immature”,

but we weren’t too young to make the choice, were we? When
other teenagers respond differently and become fervent about a
religion which for their parents is only perfunctory - as many do
- that is a choice too, isn’t it?

7. The issue of the veil has been hyped up by Islamic
reactionaries, and most of the left and their cultural relativist
allies have jumped on the bandwagon. In fact a far more
important issue is the fact that reactionary parents can
‘withdraw’ ‘their’ children from sex education and that the
education system is capitulating on many issues like sport and
even science...

In Britain, yes, but not in France. Except of course in religious
schools. And the predictable effect of the new law will be to
push more Muslim girls out of state schools into Muslim or
(more often) Catholic schools. The new law may help the
mainstream right win over Front National voters by making a
show of being “hard” against the Islamists, but it will not
undermine the (male) Islamist cadres at all, rather the contrary.
Catholic schools already have 70% Muslim students in some
areas. The predictable effect of the new law will be to increase
the withdrawal or exclusion of French Muslim girls from
secular and all-round education.

8. The selective ban on the veil in French schools with left wing
teachers or where a school or teacher understands that a veil
interferes with a girl’s education is not an acceptable middle
way but a formula for unfair treatment. We support equal
treatment in all schools.

There is an equal rule: under existing law, students will win on
appeal if they are excluded solely for wearing the hijab, but not
if they are refusing physical education or some other part of the
curriculum. Many girls, of course, decide that they don’t want to
go through the appeals and all that, and remove the hijab while
they’re in school. How much pressure is put on them to do that -
and whether it is a sensitive attempt to convince, by left-wing
teachers, or rude and arrogant bullying, by right-wing teachers
- of course varies from school to school. Some variation seems
to me to be an unavoidable overhead cost of a sensitive and
flexible approach which combats hijab-wearing while
respecting the varied and often complex feelings of hijab-
wearing teenagers. I can’t believe the new law will do away
with variations. E.g. there will be girls who come into school
with a piece of cloth on their head in the form of an “ordinary”
headscarf and then test the limits by pulling the cloth down bit
by bit over their hair, their ears, their neck, etc.

9. Socialists should not oppose secular education in French
schools but demand an end to all religious schools.

Yes. But to see the new French law as a step towards ending
religious schools would be foolish. It will strengthen the
religious schools. Private schools, mostly religious, currently
have about 20% of secondary students. No French government
in the near future will abolish the religious schools, least of all
this hard-right Raffarin-Chirac government. Even the ardent
secularists - and there are a lot of them in France - limit their
immediate campaign demand to withdrawal of all public
funding for the private and religious schools. Even if a workers’
uprising tomorrow were to install Mark as revolutionary
dictator of France, with unlimited powers to rule by decree, I
think it would be bad tactics for him to start by abolishing the
religious schools without prior substantial political preparation,
necessarily taking some time.

10. ...We cannot support the French government’s use of the
issue to ‘unite republican France’ while keeping religious
schools, we should expose their racism and nationalism. Neither
should we give an inch to those opposing the law.
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What does this mean? As Mark knows, I agree that we should
vehemently oppose the Islamist campaign against the new law,
and support counter-demonstrations by secularists and leftists
from the Muslim communities even if the latter endorse the law.
I agree with the LCR’s refusal even to support the secular-
leftish demonstration against the new law called in Paris by
Cedetim (a Third-Worldist group), because, the LCR said, the
organisers were “ambiguous” on the hijab. But I also agree
with the LCR, the FSU, etc. refusing to support the new law
because it is hypocritical and counter-productive. Does Mark
demand that those French leftists, and we, should positively
support the new law? He does not say so. In fact he implies
otherwise by writing “we cannot support the French
government’s use of the issue... we should expose their racism
and nationalism”.

***

Solidarity 3/40: Liberté, égalité,
fraternité - Liberty and the veil
By Joan Trevor

French teachers, who waged an inspiring battle during the spring
and summer against government attacks, have hit the headlines
in the “rentrée scolaire” (back to school) not for their continued
industrial militancy - things have gone fairly quiet on that front -
but, in one school anyway, for excluding two young Muslim
women from high-school for wearing a Muslim headscarf.

Alma and Lila Lévy-Omari were suspended from the lycée
Henri-Wallon d’Aubervilliers in September on the grounds that
they could not take part in physical education lessons while
wearing their scarves, and expelled a few weeks later after a
disciplinary board hearing.

This case is famous - there have been other exclusions in recent
years - for several reasons. Some of them distasteful, like the
frisson of excitement over the fact that the girls’ father Laurent
Lévy is, you’ve guessed it, Jewish.

He is also a liberal lawyer, connected with one of the main anti-
racist organisations, Mouvement contre le racisme et pour
l’amitié entre les peoples (Mrap; Movement Against Racism and
for Friendship Between Peoples).

Mr Lévy is contending that the school’s conduct is illegal.
Under a law of 1905, “concerning the separation of churches
and the State” (in fact, when it was enacted, there was only one,
the Catholic, church that worried those who wanted the law)
public servants are not allowed to display their religious faith
while at work, ostentatiously wearing a crucifix, for example.

Mr Lévy says that the law does not apply to the recipients of
public services, only to those who deliver them, that his
daughters do not wear the headscarf (in France it is more
commonly called “the veil”) to proselytise for their religion,
only to practise it, and that they have in fact been discriminated
against.

Why else has this episode hit the headlines?

The right-wing government recently set up a commission
headed by Bernard Stasi to review the law, setting itself up as
the champion of secularism. The commission will report before
the end of the year.

At present schools are free to apply the law to pupils as they see
fit. The government is considering making it illegal to wear the

headscarf in schools (as well as to wear other religious
“symbols”).

In this it is hypocritical. For example, it is in favour of providing
more money to private schools, including faith schools.

It is not to champion a girl’s right to wear ‘immodest’ dress that
the government does this. Government minister, Xavier Darcos,
banning young women from wearing g-strings to school,
commented: “It is normal to demand of young women when
they start to be desirable that they take steps to ensure that they
don’t provoke anyone.”

And of course this is a racist government enacting draconian
measures against illegal immigrants and seeking to limit
immigration. It is the government whose interior minister
Nicolas Sarkozy has in his sights the “delinquent” youth of the
suburbs, meaning mainly young people of North African
descent.

The far-left has come out against such a new law. They argue
that it aims mainly to force France’s immigrant communities to
assimilate into mainstream French culture, or, worse, and more
likely, to score political points with racist voters for pretending
to do this.

Yet the far-left are also largely resigned to see exclusions of
young women when persuasion - the favoured and most used
and generally successful method of resolving headscarf conflicts
- fails. Or when a compromise cannot be found, such as when a
young woman agrees to wear, instead of the veil, a scarf that
covers just her hair, not hair, ears and neck.

Such half-way house negotiations as were gone into with Alma
and Lila seem quite ludicrous.

It is a complex debate, and the far-left itself is torn.

Some quotations from some observers show what is at stake.

These comments are from a paper, signed by a few members
and circulated at the recent congress of the Ligue Communiste
Révolutionnaire (LCR). It appears to have had no official status
and looks at odds with most of the group’s literature on the
subject, which tends to favour exclusions as a last resort.
(Secularism is a big issue for leftists in France, and especially
for teachers; it has been since the 1789 revolution.)

“The discussion on the veil in school exercises the organisation
again. It is necessary to define a clear position for our current on
this question. Our objective must be to defend the general
interests of the workers and to fight against all forms of
oppression. The first condition for this is not to caricature the
positions of one or the other side. The partisans of exclusion are
not anti-Muslim racists, and neither are those who reject this
solution, fans of charia...”

But the writers themselves are against exclusions.

“...to exclude young girls is in no way an answer to the religious
discourses, since it will systematically be the girls (and never
the men) who will be excluded... exclusion evidently
strengthens the partisans of communal schools...

“What drives young women today to choose to wear the veil is a
complex phenomenon. It might be a question of family or
religious pressures that impose a position of submission on the
girls. It is a question also sometimes of a strategy deployed by
the young women to deflect violence, the daily insults of which
women are the victims. To put on the veil is also sometimes the
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only way to get the respect of boys. It can also be a case of a
search for identity for a generation that lacks cultural references.
This phenomenon of internalising oppression by the oppressed
must be taken into account, to be better fought. And it is absurd
to explain this by the ‘manipulation’ of ‘fundamentalist
groups’...

“As for the fight the Republic intends to lead to combat the
oppression of veiled women, one has the right to wonder that
they put so much energy into excluding young women from
school to send them back to a home described by the
‘eradicators’ as the den of their oppression.”

On the other hand we have this from an editorial of the bulletin
Fifth Zone:

“If Alma and Lila have won, it is not only their right to veil
themselves that they have conquered. In seeking to unfasten the
ban on the veil in schools, they create the risk that other girls
will themselves be obliged to cover themselves by those of their
brothers or fathers who already give themselves the right to
strictly monitor the way they dress.

“But Lila and Alma are not bothered by that: daughters of an
atheist lawyer, they are guaranteed to be able to unveil
themselves when it seems right to them. Who can guarantee that
will be the case for all those that they will have contributed to
putting under the veil?”

Solidarity 3/43: No to the veil, no to the
law!
In Solidarity over the next few issues, and on the website, we
will be publishing translations of views from the French left on
the issue of the law and the headscarf.

This first text is a leaflet produced by the Ligue Communist
Révolutionnaire last month.

Background: in Britain, many religious schools are part of the
state system, and religion in schools is usual, indeed
compulsory. France is different. Religion is not allowed in state
schools.

The country has a long history of sharp political battle between
secularists and clerics, dating right back to the days of the
French Revolution of 1789. To this day, church-going is the best
predicter of political alignment in France. Devout workers are
more likely to vote right-wing than atheist bourgeois.

The veil means oppression of women

The wearing of the Islamic headscarf expresses oppression and
inferiority of women. It publicly symbolises the subordination
of a woman’s body to the authority of her father, brother or
husband.

Individuals’ wearing of this religious insignia can take different
meanings, depending in particular on girls’ ages. Some wear it
from family pressure, from tradition, from conviction, or to
protect themselves against sexist harassment.

But, in the public sphere, it always signifies adhesion to a
religious community and the inferiority of women vis-a-vis
mean.

In every society where veiling is generalised, women’s rights
have been pushed back on every front: the right to work, to

study, or even to receive health care on a basis of equality with
men. Men and women should live together as equals, without
insignia separating them, without discrimination.

We do not need a law to combat the veil

The Stasi commission has just published its report. [President]
Chirac is about to announce a new law. But there is no need for
a law.

The projected law is not about developing secularism. It is a law
to stigmatise the Muslim religion as the only one responsible for
attacks against secularism.

In [the region of] Alsace-Moselle, the state institutions, the
schools, and the public services are not secularised. The priests
are paid by the Ministry of the Interior. Religious instruction is
compulsory in state schools. Catholic alms-boxes are installed in
military institutions and schools.

The Stasi commission does not propose to do anything about
these religious privileges.

A law such as the one proposed would appear as further
harassment to a population who have been receiving only
negative and discriminatory messages.

It would make an amalgam of political and religious insignia
[both to be banned by the proposed law]. Is a young person
wearing a Che Guevara t-shirt the same as one wearing a veil?

No legislation can replace, in schools for example, an
educational team’s assessment of the actual meaning of the
wearing of a religious insignia. The necessary dialogue,
mediation, time for thought, and moment of decision cannot be
laid down in legislation.

Break down the ghettos, win equal rights

In order to avoid having young people taking refuge in a
regression to the worst of traditional religion, we need a
different policy.

We have to break down the ghettos; demand massive social
investment in the [pauperised] suburbs, improved living
conditions, increased wages and benefits, more jobs. It is
unemployment, poverty, and exclusion which push communities
to take refuge in communalism.

Instead of stigmatising minority communities, we need
guarantees of the right to work; equal rights, including the right
to vote [denied to immigrants in France]; a ban on
discrimination, for example in job hiring or for entry into clubs;
a halt to treating immigrant families as scapegoats.

Yes, we need more public services, like education and health.
But public services open to the whole population, secular, and
thus clearly separated from all religious links.

The defence and the fight for these rights, and the battle againt
women’s oppression, can only come through the mobilisation of
those involved, their own social and democratic struggle.

Solidarity 3/43: The veil and the ban
By Vicki Morris

“Tous ensemble.” “All together.” French president Jacques
Chirac appropriated the slogan of the trade union movement to
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end his speech about the Stasi commission on the separation of
church and state. He has taken to using that slogan.

The commission of 20 “wise men” headed by former minister
Bernard Stasi was appointed in July 2003 and reported just
before Christmas. They had heard testimony from 70 witnesses,
ranging from education professionals through academics and
religious leaders to the feminist writer of Iranian origin
Chadhort Djavann, author of an influential book A bas le voile -
“Down with the veil”.

The government of prime minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin is
moving quickly to act on the recommendations of the
commission. It hopes to begin implementing the new policy at
the start of the next academic year.

Chirac pronounced himself in favour of the commission’s main
proposal: to ban the wearing in schools and colleges of
conspicious symbols of religious or political allegiance.

Chirac did not refer directly in his speech to the wearing of
political symbols - a badge or t-shirt? But there will be a ban on
the wearing of a cross - unless it’s “discreet” - the Jewish skull
cap, and the Muslim headscarf for girls.

Ostensibly this measure aims at ending confusion about the
existing legal situation: currently schools can choose whether
they interpret a law of 1905 separating state education from the
church to support exclusions of pupils from school who persist
in wearing religious symbols. In recent years, this has affected
only a handful of young women wearing the Muslim headscarf
(in France it is referred to as “le voile” - “the veil”).

The original law might have been intended to apply only to the
providers of education, not its consumers. Of course, the 1905
law and other legislation was passed to separate the state from a
Catholic church, then very powerful. Chirac claims that the new
law is about no privileges for or, he says, discrimination against
any one religion in a society where there are many faiths and
many people of no faith.

Different also from 1905, women and men are equal in the
republic. Chirac’s speech hinted - and only hinted, not said
explicitly - that the aim of a proposed ban is to help liberate
Muslim women from restrictions on their dress and movements.

Will the legislation help to forge the harmony that Chirac
claimed it is for? That looks unlikely.

The proposed law is seen by many - and by most French
Muslims - as a piece of discriminatory legislation adversely
affecting their faith before all the others, and moreover, intended
as such. The main Muslim organisations (and, for the most part,
representatives of other religions) are likely to oppose it.

A recent opinion poll showed a big majority of the French
population in favour of a ban on religious symbols, but a big
majority of French Muslims against.

Why this now? Chirac’s speech was heavy with praise for
French republican traditions, and warned darkly but vaguely of
tensions created by globalisation and the rise of
fundamentalisms throughout the world that are forcing different
cultural groups in on themselves.

“Communalism is not an option for France,” he said.

He promised at the same time to combat the racism and
discrimination, the social deprivation that might (he was vague
here too) cause young people of immigrant communities to

pooh-pooh the idea of their great common French heritage and
the “republican pact”.

Does he mean it? Of course he does not!

And in his speech there was no acknowledgement of the
republic’s less than glorious heritage of oppressing colonies.

Left-wingers in France are divided about the issue of a ban on
religious symbols.

You will hardly find anyone to defend the idea that the
headscarf is somehow liberating for young women.

One of the main far-left groups, the Ligue Communiste
Révolutionnaire has supported the few exclusions of Muslim
girls from schools for wearing a headscarf where negotiation
and compromise have failed. But it opposes the law.

The other main far-left group Lutte Ouvrière is more cautious,
not supporting the proposed law but saying it could be “a point
of support for all those girls who want to resist the sexist
pressures they suffer”.

Many groups central to the fight against the headscarf and for
the rights of women, especially in Muslim communities, groups
such as Ni Putes Ni Soumises, support a headscarf ban.

The main federation of teachers’ unions is against. Gerard
Aschieri, general secretary of the Federation Syndicale Unitaire
(FSU), which organises teachers at all levels, said that such
legislation would not get to the bottom of the problem.

“It is manifestly a political manoeuvre to show the government
doing something. It’s easier to produce a text than carry out a
real policy against exclusion and an education policy that carries
on the struggle for secularism.”

It is indeed hard to take seriously the government’s claim to be
the champions of secularism. This is a government that
subsidises the pupils of private including faith schools; they
receive more public money per head than state school pupils.
Will that anomaly be tackled in legislation? Whatever we think
of the possible law, it will be once more one law for the rich and
another for the rest. Those are the limits of Chirac’s “tous
ensemble”.
* Read Chirac’s speech and the report of the Stasi commission -
in French - at www.laic.info

Other proposals contained in the Stasi commission report
* The government voted recently to do away with the annual
day’s holiday at Pentecost in order, it said, to spend the money
saved on old people’s welfare.
No surprise then that Chirac has rejected the Stasi commission’s
suggestion to add one day’s holiday each to the school calendar
for celebration of the Muslim Eid festival and the Jewish Yom
Kippur festival.
* The scope of the legislation is likely to extend beyond schools
and colleges to other public services. For instance, there could
be a ban on women patients demanding to be treated by women
health service staff.
* There could be a ban on women-only sessions at public
swimming baths.

Solidarity 3/44: How to fight against
religion
By Yves Coleman
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I read with interest your article about the headscarf in France in
Solidarity (3/43). I would like to make some comments.

First a point of detail, which nevertheless has its importance.
Teachers who are members of Lutte Ouvrière and the Ligue
Communiste Révolutionnaire have fought for the expulsion of
the Lévy sisters in a high school outside Paris, in the working
class district of Aubervilliers.

The two young girls had decided to become Muslims and to use
the headscarf issue to rebel against their Jewish atheist father!
Your article mentions the LCR but forgets to mention that Lutte
Ouvrière has also fought for the expulsion of these two girls
from the high school and justified its attitude in detail in its
press.

You write that Lutte Ouvrière does not support the new law but
thinks the law will be “un point d’appui” to defend women’s
rights. What’s the bloody difference? And you don’t mention
that some right-wing MPs want to forbid all political signs, not
only the religious ones.

Vicki Morris evokes the name of a “feminist writer of Iranian
origin Chadhort Djavann, author of an influential book ‘Down
with the veil’.”

I don’t know if Ms Djavann is a “feminist” but what I know for
sure is that she is a French nationalist of the worst sort. She goes
on and on repeating in the press and on TV that France is a
“great country”, that foreigners who obtain the French
nationality should participate in a formal ceremony praising the
French flag and national anthem (a proposal put forward, among
others, by Jean-Marie Le Pen, the leader of the National Front),
that young French-Arabs don’t realize how lucky they are to be
born in France, etc.

Everytime she appears on a TV show with right-wing and
extreme right-wing politicians or intellectuals, they always
praise her and compliment her for her views, and she never
attacks them. She comes from a very old and rich aristocratic
Iranian family, and that may explain her social prejudices and
basically right-wing politics.

Your article does not deal with what lies behind the discussion
about the headscarf : the question of nationalism and “national
unity”. Vicki Morris starts her article quoting the slogan “Tous
ensemble” (Let’s join all together) but unfortunately she does
not develop what it means politically in the present French
context and in French history.

Jacques Chirac, the president of France, was elected by more
than 80% of the votes a year ago, including the votes of LCR
militants who voted “against Le Pen” (which in fact meant for
Chirac, whether these comrades like it or not).

When Jacques Chirac talks about the “Republic”, the “French
values of democracy and secularism”, he is trying to use
nationalism as a cement between the different classes - and it is
an efficient political trick.

Nationalism was an important political dimension of the French
Revolution, the Paris Commune and the Second World War
Resistance, an element shared by most left-wing tendencies until
today. The French CP during the Second World War claimed to
be the “Party of Joan of Arc” - a symbol for the extreme right.
The National Front organises a special rally every year to praise
this woman who “led the fight against foreign invasion”.

One has to oppose all this rubbish about the “Republic”, “the
defence of secularism”, the “Fatherlandism”, the “French

exception”, “the French way of dealing with problems”, etc.,
because it only fosters nationalism among the majority of
French workers who already support the right and the extreme
right parties with their votes and their racist attitudes.

As regards religion (Christian, Buddhist Jewish or Muslim), one
has to actively fight against its influence, but it is wrong to
support today (passively or actively) the intervention of the state
in these matters and to support the new law.

The real problem is that the French revolutionary left has never
made any serious effort to root itself in the working class
districts where foreign workers form a significant minority. In
some schools their children, who are French, are sometimes a
majority.

Today, in these suburbs, not only are there no more Communist
Party militants (which in a way is positive and an opportunity
for revolutionaries), but the “Islamists” are quite active (which
is catastrophic).

If one wants to fight the politics of the “Islamists”, one must
build strong youth organisations who will fight for the rights of
young girls to dress and think the way they like, and link the
fight against religion and for women’s rights with the fight
against capitalism. Such a youth organisation could explain, for
example, that if so many people died in the last earthquake in
Iran, it is because this country is run by the same corrupt
Islamists who want to oblige young girls in France to wear a
headscarf.

Unfortunately, the only groups who ever cared about foreign
workers and their children in France were the Maoists in the
1960s and 1970s, and they supported a chauvinist policy both in
France and abroad.

The question of the headscarf will continue to provoke political
and social fights in France. Vicki Morris talks in her article of
Muslim organisations in France. What she does not explain is
that, until now, there were no significant religious (or political)
organisations in the Muslim community. (Even the use of the
word “community” is new in French politics.)

The only example was in the 1950s when the Algerian NLF was
raising funds among the Algerians who lived in shanty towns
around Paris and other big cities. It was compulsory to give
money to the NLF (specially if you were Algerian and owned or
managed a bar or a shop) and the NLF killed some of its
political opponents on the French soil (the MNA, which was a
rival nationalist tendency supported by the trotskyist OCI, today
PT).

Each North African state has an immigrant organisation
defending its undemocratic and corrupt government (and in the
case of the Algerian official organisation, with strong links with
the Sécurité Militaire, the Algerian political police and secret
services), but none of these groups exerts a significant social
role apart from spying on political opponents.

But today most Muslims in France are not foreign, they are
French. That’s why the situation is entirely new. Some people
talk of five million French Muslims, but as it is forbidden to
compile statistics based on religion in France, it is difficult to
know if these numbers are true. But even if, let’s say, there are
three million French Muslims, it is quite clear that it is more
difficult for them to build mosques and practice their religion
than the Catholics, Protestants or Jewish people who have been
living in France for centuries.
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The right wing (following a proposal of the left which was never
applied) has decided to create an institution regrouping the
various Muslim tendencies and to present this Comité
consultatif du culte musulman as the main voice of the French
Muslim community. The danger is that, as it is happening with
the Jews, this organisation will talk in the name of all the
Muslims (whether they believe or not in Allah) and defend
right-wing political positions and conservative religious views.

Today, in France nobody has an offensive attitude towards
religion and religious alienation. More and more the argument is
that religions have had a civilising role and should be tolerated
or even praised for that so-called “positive” role in the history of
humanity and in the history of France. One can see in official
school books that references to the Bible are made as if this
religious text has historical relevance.

The government wants to stress the importance of teaching the
origins of the various religions, because religions are credited
with transmitting positive values which could influence the
attitudes of French children today.

One of the reasons of the hostility toward Muslim religion in
France is the common prejudice that it is more reactionary than
others, including Buddhism. Today it is “trendy” to present the
Dalai Lama as an apostle of peace.

Artists and intellectuals promote Buddhism saying that this
religion has never used violence to impose itself. But anybody
who has studied the history of Japan knows that the struggle
against shintoism (the dominant religion before Buddhism) was
a bloody one and lasted several centuries.

And the violence Hindus use against Muslims in India today
should convince anyone with a critical mind that religion does
not prevent violence but is a source of alienation and can lead to
the worst undemocratic attitudes.

For this reason any criticism against Islam in France should be
always accompanied by criticisms of the other religions
(especially the Catholic one - let’s not forget that France was the
“oldest daughter of the Roman Church for centuries”). Even if
this position is not very popular, at least it would make the
difference with the majority of the people who think that the
only religion oppressing women is Islam.

* If you are interested, on the website www.mondialisme.org,
you will find some articles included in N°6/7 of the journal Ni
patrie ni frontières, dealing with the question of the headscarf,
atheism, etc.

AWL website: Islamists’ Campaign for
Veiling and “freedom,” the Ultimate
Hypocrisy
By Mahmood Ketabchi, Worker-communist Party of Iraq

The French government’s decision to ban religious insignia
from the public schools has the Islamists scurrying to mount an
international campaign to oppose secular and progressive rules.
The Islamists are running this campaign under the rubric of
“personal freedom, secularism, and protection of people’s
privacy.” But, they are lying for they never stood for these
principles when Islamic atrocities occur on a daily basis in
Islamic stricken countries both where the Islamists are in power
or in opposition. This campaign is founded on sheer lies and
demagogy.

When was the last time that these hypocrites supported even the
basic and rudimentary rights of women and children in Islamic
imposed countries? When did they ever condemn misogyny,
woman hating, and gender apartheid which their co-religious
brothers in “Islamic countries” imposed on the society with
guns, knives, machetes, whips, imprisonment, and stoning? Can
they tell us when did they come to the street to oppose their
beloved Talibanite brothers when they turned Afghanistan into a
mediaeval, inhumane, and barbarian society? Where did they
demonstrate when thousands of women in Iran under Islamic
rules perished under the barbaric punishment of stoning just
because they had an extramarital affair?

If dressing is a private and personal matter as the Islamists
assert, why is it that it only applies to “Moslem women” who
want to wear hejab? What about women who do not want to?
Can they wear what they like? If yes, why didn’t they ever raise
their voice against forced veiling in Islamic stricken countries,
such as, Iran, Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait....? Can they
prove to us that they have exposed and protested against Islamic
gangs who beat women or pour acid in their face just because
they do not observe “proper” Islamic dressing codes, just
because they put on a lot of make up, speak loudly, laugh and
smile in public or even shake hands with men?

Let them show to the world when and where they opposed child
raping and molestation. Where is their outrage about Islamic
marriage laws in countries such as Iran which sanctions the
marriage and the rape of children and young girls? Let them
give us proof that they oppose the beating, harassing, and
murdering of gay men, lesbians and transgendered people and
that they are willing to protect their personal right to privacy.
These are just a few questions out of hundreds that I have for the
Islamists.

The organizers of the campaign against the banning of hejab in
public schools in France are the same people who have erected
the machinery of gender apartheid, barbarism, and savagery in
Islamic imposed societies. Every conscientious person, freedom-
loving individual, and progressive organization, who hears the
Islamists talk about “secularism, freedom, and the right to
privacy, should confront them with the above questions. We
must demand an answer. Let them show us where they truly
stand.

The kinds of lies they are telling us are familiar ones. We should
not forget the religious Right and the Operation Rescue gangs
who attacked and bombed abortion clinics and assassinated
physicians who performed abortions under the guise of
protecting the life of the child. Don’t anti abortionists claim they
are staunchly pro-life? Don’t we know how Christian religious
gangs want to push prayers into the public school by claiming
that they want to practice their religious rights? Don’t we know
how Jerry Farwell, Pat Robertson and other religious goons
around Bush incessantly push religion into our lives under the
rubric of religious freedom and personal rights? We cannot
stand by and let Islamic demagogues expand Islamic barbarism
to our lives here or anywhere in the world.

Banning hejab and other religious insignia in public schools has
nothing to do with banning hejab in the society or limiting
freedom of religion. Religious manifestations in schools,
whether imposed by the government or religious industry, must
be prohibited in order to create a free, creative, healthy, and
lively learning environment. Moreover, it is an important step
toward protecting children from religious proselytizing and
coercion, ideological conditioning and manipulation by religious
industries and institutions.
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Religious clothing for children is a clear violation of their rights.
Religious recruitment, teaching, and clothing for children must
be banned altogether, not only in public, but also in private
school and the society as a whole. Children are not the property
of their parents. They are human beings who have certain rights
that must not be violated, including the right to live free of
religious manipulation imposed on them by the parents and the
religious sect their parents are associated with. A humane and
progressive society must provide children under legal age with
such protection against religious and ideological indoctrination.

Religion and god must be separated from the state completely
and unequivocally, and public officials should be prohibited
from symbolizing any religion at work and in government
buildings and offices. Freedom of clothing for private adult
individuals must be protected as long as it does not hamper or
impede their mobility and safety as well as the well-being of
others in workplace and other public spaces. Religion must
become strictly and totally a private affair of the individual.

The Islamist campaign against the French Government’s
decision to ban veiling and other religious insignia from public
schools is an open and flagrant attack on freedom, women’s
rights, children’s well-being, and secularism. It has nothing to
do with defending freedom. The Islamists, with the help of the
Islamic and reactionary governments in the Middle East are
seeking to expand and spread their inhumane influence and
medieval political power in the west. They want a share of
political power in Europe. The Islamists’ audacity to mount an
offensive campaign has only become possible because of
western bourgeoisie governments’ policy of appeasement,
reactionary theories of cultural relativism and post-modernism
that justifies Islamic brutalities and atrocities under the guise of
respecting “diversity” and the “cultural heritage” of “Third
World” people including “Islamic Nations.”

The Islamists are mounting an attack against civilized humanity.
Today, they want hejab in schools; tomorrow they will demand
Islamic courts as they are already campaigning for in Canada.
Later, they will insist on marrying four wives, turn women into
subhuman beings barred from certain jobs, entitled to half of the
inheritance their brothers receive, and considered unfit to testify
in the court. Maybe in the distant future they will want us to
give them the right to stone their wives and daughters. All these
under the guise of the right to “religious freedom.”

Progressive humanity must stand up to Islamists who epitomize
barbarism, misogynism, gender apartheid, the raping and
molesting of children, and the complete rightlessness of people.
These reactionary dangerous gangs must be stopped now.
Tomorrow or the day after might be too late. We should not
allow them to manipulate and falsify the ideas of freedom,
personal privacy, and human rights. Such a travesty must never
occur.

Solidarity 3/45: Veil: not a private
matter
In recent issues, Solidarity has printed translations and articles
from revolutionaries in France responding to the current ferment
around the French government’s plans for a law banning the
Islamic headscarf from state schools in France by arguing “no to
the veil, no to the law”.

Here we print a translation of the views of Lutte Ouvrière, who
place much more emphasis on opposition to the veil.

“Neither father nor brother nor husband, it’s we who have
chosen the veil”; “Veiled or unveiled, the freedom to choose”.
Such were among the most common slogans on Saturday 17
January at the Paris demonstration against the planned law
banning religious signs in school.

But what liberty were the four or five thousand young women
talking about who gathered in Paris on the initiative of the
Muslim Party of France?

To go by the energy with which they proclaimed it, the majority
had in fact decided to be there to demand the right to be veiled.
If they had freely chosen to veil themselves, that is their
business, but one is tempted to say, so much the worse for them.

These activists of Islamist organisations are demanding the
chains which will subjugate them tomorrow if they keep to their
choice. But they are demanding them not only for themselves.

They are campaigning for the subjugation of thousands of
women who, for their part, have not chosen it, who are not
asked for their opinion and who have to fight to give an opinion.
Fortunately, there are some who do that, and it is those whom
we support.

School must remain a place when Muslim girls can escape from
the pressures of those - fathers, brothers, or lads from their
suburbs - who make them veil themselves when they go out.
Those girls do not get a voice in the media because for them the
veil comes with a ban or a limitation on going out and a
confinement to their homes.

The reality is about some tens of thousands of girls who are
forced to veil themselves and in some cases pushed into forced
marriages. Their only future is as women morally and physically
imprisoned by men who have claimed full power over them.
And not only in Iran, in Afghanistan, and in countries where
Islamic law prevails, but also here, on the housing estates.

If the veil was simply a religious symbol worn by men and
women, wearing it or not would be one’s private business. But
the veil under discussion today is not a religious symbol. It is
the concrete token of the oppression of women, of a whole
conditioning to facilitate the production of wives and mothers
with no rights other than to obey their lord and master, kept shut
up in their homes, as were, not so long ago, those sent as nuns,
with their consent or otherwise, to convents.

This fate for women is not special to the Muslim religion. It is
the place reserved for women whenever the churches gain
power - official, or imposed by custom - over a human
community.

Religious hierarchies have always opposed women’s rights.
Jewish fundamentalists - the men, of course - recite each
morning a prayer in which they thank their god for not having
been born female.

As for the Pope and the whole hierarchy of the Catholic Church,
women have had to fight them to gain their rights. When in the
early 1950s techniques for childbirth without pain were
developed, the Pope and his representatives banned them on the
pretext that the Bible said “in sorrow thou shalt bring forth
children”.

In the same way, they opposed - and still oppose - divorce on
the grounds that “What therefore God hath joined together, let
not man put asunder”; contraception in the name of “Be fruitful,
and multiply”; abortion on the pretext that the embryo is a
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person from the moment of conception; and even the use of
condoms, including when they know about the ravages of AIDS.

As for the law being prepared against the wearing of religious
symbols in school, whatever the mental reservations of the
government and the right-wing majority in the National
Assembly - will it be a point of leverage for those who, by
opposing the veil, combat the oppression of women?

That remains to be seen, depending on the many amendments
which will no doubt be attached to the law.

What is certain is that the fight against religious
fundamentalisms is far from over. And when those reactionary
ideas pull society backwards, it is our duty to go into battle
against them with the greatest energy.

Lutte Ouvrière, 23 January 2004

Solidarity 3/46: Debate & discussion: the
hijab
This month the National Committee of the Alliance for
Workers’ Liberty voted to reaffirm our opposition to the hijab
(Islamic veil or headscarf) as a mechanism of women’s
oppression, but also to oppose the new law in France outlawing
the hijab in schools. Mark Sandell outlines a minority view and
Martin Thomas argues for opposing the law.

Don’t go soft on religion

By Mark Sandell

The debate about the hijab in schools has confused many
socialists. Some see the hijab as an anti-imperialist revolt that
should be supported; others oppose the hijab as a symbol of
oppression but see the right for school children and teachers to
wear it as important to defend.

The hijab, veil and burkha are public expressions of the
ownership of women by men, fathers, husbands, brothers, laid
down in muslim teaching. Socialists should oppose them. We do
not support state bans on adults, but to confuse that with the
case of schools is wrong.

While socialists are highly critical of capitalist education and its
institutions, we support compulsory education for children.
Within that we fight for the best education, the best syllabus and
the best facilities. Support for compulsory education has to
include methods of enforcement, preventing children from doing
full-time work or just not turning up to school. We support using
the law to enforce compulsory education. Surely this is the
biggest “oppression” of children’s rights, and we would not
accept this form of compulsion for adults.

Given this approach to compulsory education, it is right that we
argue against religious and private schools on the basis of
equality and decent education for all. We argue too about what
is to be taught in schools. It’s not just being at school that
matters, but what children learn, including things parents don’t
want them to be taught, like sex education, questioning the
society they live in, and science, rather than medieval rubbish
aka religion. We demand secular education. Parents have plenty
of time to teach their children rubbish. We oppose the “parent’s
right” to restrict their children’s education at school. The hijab,
veil or burkha are religious symbols of women’s oppression.
Girls should be given space to learn they do not need to wear
them, that they can take part in sports like swimming. If these

girls “choose” to robe up out of school or after they leave, then
so be it.

From this point of view, mainstream ideology on education is
going in the wrong direction in Britain, Islamic activists
supported by cultural relativist liberals are pushing for more
control over “their” children’s education, and they are winning.

I heard an interview with a French Socialist Party MP who made
the point that if the Islamic activists win on the hijab in France
their next demand will be to exclude “their” kids from sex
education, science, sport, etc. From this I take it that in French
state schools parents cannot exclude, or as some on the left
would have it, eight-year-olds cannot choose, to opt out of sex
education classes. On this France is right, and Britain, which
allows such exclusions, is totally wrong.

My partner is currently training to be a primary school teacher.
The ethnic minorities coordinator has said that teachers should
in no way contradict parent’s religious or cultural views when
teaching children. Children should not be told the names of
sexual organs or the facts of biology, cultural practices like
arranged marriages are to be celebrated not discussed, she told
the trainee teachers. This is on top of the right for parents to
withdraw children from sex education. Many parents don’t want
their girls doing sport either.

The left simply does not care about this. While the SWP march
around with fundamentalists supporting the “right” of 10-year-
olds to cover their bodies and faces from head to toe, no one is
protesting about the expansion of religious schools, and
exclusion of children from sex education. The only way to
understand this is that it isn’t “our” children that are affected.

The French Trotskyist left have until recently been clear in their
attitude to the hijab at school. Teacher members of both the
Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire and Lutte Ouvrière have
fought to impose a ban in schools using the old law supporting
secular education. Now they oppose the new law but do not call
for the repeal of the law they themselves used to ban the hijab in
schools. They are probably motivated in this by not wanting to
support the political mainstream right in its racist use of the
issue. This is a mess; socialists should not oppose the law but
demand that it includes an end to religious schools in France.
While the French right may be using the issue, the Islamists are
too. A victory for them against the law would be a victory for
the enemies of the left. We cannot support the French
government’s use of the issue to “unite republican France”, we
should expose their racism and nationalism, but neither should
we give an inch to those opposing the law.

No to all religious education, no to the veil in schools, for a full
education for all children.

No to the veil but don’t back Chirac

By Martin Thomas

To take the growing popularity of the hijab among Muslim
teenagers in France (or in Britain) as a welcome expression of
anti-imperialist feeling would be utterly wrong.

Even to take the fact of so many girls and young women
wrapping themselves up to leave only their face visible (no hair,
neck or ears) as a harmless exercise of religious freedom would
be foolish.

It would be to take individual decisions - which may be from
teenage bouts of religiosity, confused politics, or the desire to
affront authority - out of the social chain of events.
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That chain starts with the veiling of women in Iran in 1979. At
first, many Iranian women saw the veil as a harmless way of
expressing solidarity with the battle against the Shah. Soon
veiling was imposed by terror.

Fundamentalism revived across the Muslim world. The next link
in the chain is fundamentalist militants, young men, riding
round Algiers on motorbikes shooting at women on the streets
who failed to wear the hijab.

The Muslim population in France mostly originates from North
Africa. Among it, the hijab is mostly not a residue of old
traditions from back home. It is worn by teenagers who are
French-born, and more assimilated than their parents. Their
defiance is “French”, but also shaped by the rise of Islamism in
the Arab world. It is a sort of “reactionary anti-imperialism”.

At present maybe as few as 1,200 of the many hundreds of
thousands of Muslim girls and young women wear the hijab in
French state schools. If hijab-wearing becomes the norm, then
the next step in the social chain of events is the withdrawal of
Muslim girls from physical education, sex education, or even
some science classes, and non-wearers being stigmatised as
“indecent”.

Whatever it is in an individual’s mind, socially and historically
the hijab is not just a token of religious ideas. It represents and
embodies women’s oppression. It defines the woman or girl who
wears it as the property of the men (father, brothers, husband) to
whom the right to see her unveiled is reserved. Wherever it
becomes the norm, it is inseparable from the segregation and
subordination of women.

Turkey is 98% Muslim and now has a (mildly) Islamist
government. Yet it bans the hijab in schools. The ban is a legacy
of the reforming, modernising drive of Turkey’s bourgeois
revolution-cum-enlightened-despotism of the early 20th century,
using state power as the only adequately concentrated counter to
the weight of entrenched tradition and institutionalised religion.

The demonstrations organised against France’s new anti-hijab
law by Islamists on 17 January - formally for “freedom”, in fact
for the hijab - were reactionary. Demonstrations of a few
thousands against the law on 14 February were initiated by the
secular Third-Worldist group Cedetim in an attempt to take the
issue away from the Islamists, but I think French Marxists like
the Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire (LCR) were right to
refuse support on the grounds of the demonstrations’
“ambiguity” on the hijab as such.

A feminist group based in the Muslim communities - Ni putes ni
soumises (“neither whores nor slaves”), which is close to the
Socialist Party - positively supports the new law, seeing it as an
(inadequate) bulwark against the rise of Islamism in France. The
social decay and chronic mass unemployment in many of the
heavily-Muslim working-class districts of French cities, the
consequent rise of the mosques as welfare institutions, the
political implosion of the French Communist Party (which used
to have some base in those districts), the failure of the
revolutionary left to gain a base there, and, I guess, a loss of grip
over French-born generations of traditional conservative
organisations sponsored by home-country governments such as
Morocco’s, have combined to produce ugly results.

Yet the discussion forum on the website of Ni putes ni soumises
shows militant feminist, secularist, young French women of
Muslim background who regard the new law as
counterproductive in their fight against Islamism and the hijab.

Groups like the LCR and the teachers’ union FSU take the same
view. Why?

In this new law, legislated by this French government, in this
way, to be enforced by this French state, the note of defence-
reaction by secularism against Islamism is drowned out by
chauvinist “noise”.

The new law is more likely to help the (male) Islamist cadres
than hinder them, by its blunderbuss criminalisation of
thousands of teenage girls who may make confused gestures of
rebellion or are simply victims of family pressure which they
may be able to resist with sensitive help from schools.

Under existing French law, teachers press students to remove
hijabs or wear less enveloping headscarfs, and many do. The
choice is not between a new law or the deluge. Some girls and
young women have been excluded from schools for wearing the
hijab. They are reinstated on appeal unless they take hijab-
wearing to the point of refusing to take part in physical
education or other normal school activities, in which case the
ban stands.

To take a stand on compulsory inclusion - to say, wear whatever
strange garb you want when it does not interfere with education
(though also listen when we explain why the hijab is not as
harmless as you may think, and why we want to keep schools as
areas where hijab-wearing is at most the exception), but you do
not have the “right” to exclude yourself - is better than to throw
thousands of miscellaneous stroppy teenagers into the arms of
the Islamists.

Will the new law protect girls from Muslim parents’ pressure?
Sometimes, yes. Sometimes it will prevent them from going to
school wearing the hijab in apparent obedience, and then quietly
taking it off inside the school grounds.

Pressure is one thing. Criminalisation should be for definite anti-
social acts, not for the social and historical implications of acts.

The controversy is about high schools. Hijab-wearing is not a
problem in French primary schools. The best-known conflict
about hijab-wearing in the run-up to the new law concerned two
young women, Lila and Alma Lévy, excluded from a high
school in a Paris suburb for wearing hijabs.

They are 16 and 18. A ban on the hijab for them and their
friends is not a matter of protecting young children, unable to
make their own decisions, from family pressure. They live with
their father, a Jewish atheist, and are estranged from their
Muslim mother. Since their exclusion they have published a
book about the affair. They recount that one of the other
teenagers in their school who started the school year with them
wearing the hijab but then, unlike them, agreed to remove it, did
so partly because her Muslim father beat her severely when he
discovered she was wearing a hijab.

What’s needed, above all, is a political campaign against the
hijab, one which also addresses the social roots of Islamist
revival. For the activist left to carry the albatross of support for
the right-wing government’s blunderbuss new law round its
neck when essaying that campaign would be to cripple itself.

The situation is untidy, and has gradually become more untidy
since 1989, when the hijab in French schools first became a
public issue. But tidiness is not everything.

The new law carries a vast amount of baggage with it which
makes it impossible to equate it with, for example, the
secularism of Turkey, which in the 1920s also got rid of the
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Caliph and expropriated mosque property. It comes from
France’s most aggressively right-wing, anti-immigrant, anti-
refugee government for a long time, one which operates heavy,
often blatantly racist, policing in the heavily-Muslim working-
class districts.

The government is under vote-catching pressure from the fascist
Front National, which ran second in the last presidential
election. The FN really is Islamophobic, forever agitating about
the danger of France’s 5.5% (and mostly secular) Muslim
minority transforming the country into an “Islamic republic”. It
opposes the new law, with half an eye to its devout Catholic
supporters, but mainly on the grounds that it is pussy-footing
and the real answer is even more repressive policing.

The government claims that the new law protects the tradition of
secularism dating back to the great French Revolution of 1789-
99. In fact the government continues to fund Catholic schools,
and its supposedly even-handed ban on “massive” crosses (as if
anyone much wants to wear them) is a fake. Schools can and
should be secular, in their administration and teaching, while
including religiously-minded students who argue with their
science teachers about evolution, or for that matter wear crosses,
crescents, or Hindu tilakas.

The traditions continued by the law are more those of
Napoleonic centralisation (which, as Engels pointed out long
ago, was a travesty and perversion of Jacobin revolutionism, not
the continuation it claimed to be) and French imperialism.

Since 1803 France has obliged parents to name their children
from a prescribed list of French names. Only as recently as 1993
did, for example, Basque names cease to be illegal. Teaching
France’s minority languages (Basque, Breton, Occitan,
Corsican, etc.) was illegal until 1951, and 1974 for Corsican.
Where in Britain we take it as uncontroversial that the state
offers schools with Welsh or Scots Gaelic as the language of
instruction, there are still no such minority-language schools in
France.

The British tradition of imperialism by indirect rule - cultivating
local elites in India or Africa as partners in rule - should shame
us, both in its historical record and in its contemporary sequel,
which today gives us at least one British (Muslim) state school
where the burkha is school uniform (Independent 16 February
2004). But the different French tradition of imperialism by
direct rule and rigid cultural assimilation is not our alternative.
France has great revolutionary traditions, but it is also, after all,
the country that gave the world the word “chauvinism”.

The new law will “show” some right-wing voters that Chirac is
“firm” against Islamism. But it strengthens the Islamists - thus
increasing the pressure on girls and young women to wear the
hijab on the streets of heavily-Muslim districts - and will get
thousands of Muslim girls segregated into new Muslim schools,
into Catholic schools (untouched by the new law, and teaching
many of the same reactionary ideas about women’s role as the
Islamists), or into their homes.

No to the veil - but no to the new law, too!

Solidarity 3/47: Swamp of confusion
By Mark Sandell

Martin Thomas’ article on the veil (Solidarity 3/46) starts out
well but he gets dragged down into a swamp of confusion in his
attempt to defend the right for French girls to wear the veil at
school.

Martin states that the new French law against the veil in schools
is a “blunderbuss criminalisation of thousands of teenage girls
who may make confused gestures of rebellion or are simply
victims of family pressure...” The second part of that sentence is
only added to avoid Martin being accused of fantasising about a
mass revolt of angry Muslim girls demanding the right to wear
the veil. But it is clearly implied by Martin in the rest of his
article that this is the exact fantasy he suffers from.

Martin goes on to tell these school girls that they should be
“able to wear whatever strange garb you want when it does not
interfere with education...” This fantasy of the mass Muslim
school girl revolt is an echo from across the bog of the “idiot
anti-imperialist” British left.

Martin rightly says that the veil “represents and embodies
women’s oppression. It defines the woman or girl who wears it
as the property of the men.” How then can it not interfere with
education? How can a girl covered from head to toe in a burkha
take part in sport, swimming and not be marked out from all the
other girls?

Martin tells us that in French schools girls have been told to
remove the veil if it interferes with education. Does he support
this ban? A ban policed school by school and case by case. If so
why not support an equal policy across all schools? Why leave
this issue to the vagaries of each school or teacher?

Martin, back in his fantasy world of militant Islamist school
girls, assures us that it is only older girls that will be affected by
the issue - yet the veil starts with a girl’s first period.

Martin’s fantasy rests on the strange case of two young French
women of 16 and 18 who are in revolt against their Jewish
atheist father, but how can this give us an accurate picture of the
general situation? In most cases the veil is imposed on Muslim
girls by their family, their “community”, their fathers and
brothers. Yes they may accept that being a possession is their lot
in life, but it is not the result of a mass movement of militant
Islamist school girls.

Martin says, “Criminalisation should be for definite anti-social
acts....” He implies that the French are going to lock up these
militant girls and throw away the key! Yet it is a ban on wearing
the veil in school. Like many other aspects of compulsory
education it does not allow children the freedom to avoid
education or the institutions around education.

At least in France Muslim girls do take a full part in education
and cannot be pulled out of sex education, or sport, unlike in the
UK. The basic choice here is clear: either we support
compulsory education and fight for it to be better, or we support
freedom of choice for children not to go to school or avoid the
bits they don’t like. Is a compulsory school uniform in a state
school the same as making veils illegal?

Even if we put this aside Martin defeats his own argument by
saying that the law will mean thousands of Muslim girls being
excluded from school. I support the enforcement of compulsory
education but Martin wants us to believe the French state is
criminalising his beloved militant Muslim girls but won’t take
any action against them just not going to school.

In one last attempt to find solid ground, Martin says the law is
motivated by racism, driven by the French National Front. There
is clearly some truth in this, yet the NF don’t support the law.
And while the LCR oppose it, LO are less clear and the
mainstream left support it. This argument is the political echo of
those who always want to say no when the ruling class say yes.
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Of course socialists cannot champion the French law - for
starters it leaves in place religious schools - but we should not
join the idiot chorus against it either. They say yes, we say no, is
not a guide to action.

Martin by now up to his neck in muddy confusion waves around
searching for solid support - the law “strengthens the Islamists”.
He reassures us that a victory of the Islamists against the law
would not lead to a “deluge”. But Thomas is forced to admit that
“If hijab-wearing becomes the norm, then the next step in the
social chain of events is the withdrawal of Muslim girls from
physical education, or even science classes, and non-wearers
being stigmatised as ‘indecent’.”

Martin ignores the results of the British liberal, multi-cultural
approach. That has taken us from Muslim girls being removed
from sex education and sport to a brilliant new height of
“tolerance” with the establishment of Muslim single sex schools
funded by the state where “militant Muslim girls” have to wear
the veil and know their place.

Solidarity 3/48: Erring on the side of
liberty
By Martin Thomas

The battles about hijab-wearing in French state schools have
almost exclusively concerned girls of 13 or older. I would not
argue that 13 is old enough to abandon entirely the supervision
and discipline which we take as obviously necessary for smaller
children, but which would be unjust imposition on, say, 18 year
olds. I am in favour of public laws (against child labour, for a
sexual age of consent), sometimes as a counter to parents’
supervision.

Yet 13 year olds should have a wider limits within which to
experiment and to make their own mistakes for themselves than
younger children.

France’s new law banning the hijab in state schools, moreover,
will apply to 16, 17 and 18 year olds as much - and, probably,
far more often - than to 13 year olds.

Mark Sandell’s polemic against me (Solidarity 3/47) is written
as if the new law is exclusively about creating a public
counterweight to family pressure on very young girls to wear
hijabs. But it is not.

Despite Mark’s polemic, I made it clear in my article (Solidarity
3/46) that I do not believe that there is “mass revolt of Muslim
girls demanding the right to wear the veil”. A minority of
French Muslim girls want to wear the hijab, with a wide variety
and mix of motives.

Their hijab-wearing is not a flow-on from entrenched traditions
in their migrant families and communities, but a (confused, and
in objective social results reactionary) response, by French girls,
to the world around them.

Early and mid-teens are often, perhaps usually, the time when
we begin to experiment with our own philosophies, different
both from our parents’ and our peers’. The experiments may be
half-baked, but we need freedom to make them.

French girls may wear the hijab in revolt against their cautious
Muslim parents, or in a teenage afflux of religiosity.

They may experiment with Islamist politics. They may
(wrongly) see the hijab as a symbol of opposition to imperialism
and war. They may think wearing the hijab is the only way to
establish themselves as grown-up young women in the eyes of
boys of their own age.

The probable effect of slapping a blanket legal ban on all those
girls will be to push thousands of them out of secular state
schools into Muslim schools (only a few in France at present),
into Catholic schools (which already in some areas have 70%
Muslim students), or, if they are above the school leaving age of
16, into their homes.

It will make fresh recruits for the Islamists, and help them
ghettoise young women in their communities.

If in doubt about the likely results of the law, we should err on
the side of individual liberty and inclusion.

It is not true that the new law is the only possible barrier to a
deluge of Islamisation. The numbers currently wearing the hijab
in state schools, at 1200, are lower than in 1999, when there
were 2000. Secularism is strong among French state school
teachers, and many students too.

Better than hijab-exclusion would be to take a stand on the
existing legal position of compulsory inclusion of students in
physical education and so on - even if that means taking off the
hijab they would wear for, say, maths. Mark Sandell complains
that this would be “policed school by school and case by case”.
But so will be the new law.

I argued that we should oppose pro-hijab demonstrations, and
support counter-demonstrations by secularists from the Muslim
communities, even when (as in London in February) we have to
differentiate within those counter-demonstrations from those
who positively support the new French law. How can Mark
Sandell describe this as a kneejerk No where the French
government says Yes?

And how can he write that I “ignore the results of the British
liberal, multi-cultural approach”? My article sounded the alarm
at the report in the Independent that Britain now has state
schools where the burkha is school uniform.

Finally, it is not true that “the mainstream left” in France
supports the new law. The Socialist Party supports it, but the SP
has very weak working-class roots. The left in the SP is divided
on the law.

The left-wing and strongly secularist teachers’ union federation
FSU opposes the new law as “counter-productive”. So does the
French Communist Party - no longer Moscow-run, so probably
more sensitive to the views of working-class activists than the
SP - and almost all the revolutionary left.

More at http://www.workersliberty.org/veil.


